And what changes do children go through in their behaviour and moral development? The idea that children learn moral values simply from observing the right and wrong pictures can be misleading. It is not sufficient to provide children with examples of ethical behaviour without teaching them the reasoning behind those actions.

Kohlberg's stages of moral development are widely recognized in the field of psychology. These stages represent a progression from simple obedience to authority to a more complex understanding of ethical reasoning. The first stage, pre-conventional, is characterized by a focus on the consequences of actions and obedience to authority figures. The second stage, conventional, involves adherence to societal norms and values. The third stage, post-conventional, is marked by a deeper understanding of ethical reasoning and the ability to consider multiple perspectives.

The importance of moral development is evident in various aspects of life, including education, law, and personal relationships. Educational institutions have a responsibility to foster ethical reasoning in students, as well as to provide them with practical examples of ethical decision-making. Similarly, ethical codes and codes of conduct in the workplace can help guide decision-making and promote a culture of integrity.

In conclusion, the development of moral understanding is a complex process that requires a combination of external guidance and internal reasoning. By providing children with opportunities to engage in ethical discussions and encouraging them to think critically about moral dilemmas, we can help them grow into responsible and ethical adults.
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